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How Direct Federal & Federally-Assisted Contractors
Can Prepare for the Rising Costs of Steel and Aluminum1
Background:
In January, the U.S. Department of Commerce (“the Department”) provided President Trump with recommendations
regarding the imposition of tariffs and/or quotas on steel and aluminum imports. Citing a 1962 trade law which permits
the president to impose tariffs in the interest of national security, the Commerce Department recommendations
included a 7.7 percent tariff on aluminum imports and a 24 percent tariff on steel imports.
On March 8, the president forged ahead with a slightly altered version of the Department’s recommendations. He
formally signed proclamations to impose a 10 percent tariff on aluminum imports and a 25 percent tariff on steel
imports, with limited exceptions. The tariffs took effect March 23. With strong opposition raised amongst the United
States’ trading partners around the world, AGC members must prepare for a time of tremendous uncertainty.
What follows are a number of recommendations that AGC members may consider, depending upon the types of
contracts they hold. A direct federal construction contract refers to a prime contract directly with—or subcontract
thereunder—a federal agency (e.g., the Army Corps of Engineers, Naval Facilities Engineering Command, General
Services Administration, Department of Veterans Affairs, etc.). A federally-assisted construction contract refers to a
prime contract directly with—or subcontract thereunder—a state agency where federal funds are used to partially
finance the contract (e.g., transportation construction contracts through state DOTs).

Recommendations:
•

DIRECT FEDERAL CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS: The federal government procures most construction contracts
on a fixed-price basis. Without an appropriate price escalation clause in such a contract, spikes in material
prices for items such as steel and aluminum can be problematic. Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) subpart
16.203 specifically allows for economic price adjustments in fixed-price contracts. In order for it to assist a
direct federal construction contractor, however, it must be implemented as part of your contract through FAR
parts 52.216-2, 3 or 4. Moving forward, if tariffs on steel and aluminum are, in fact, implemented, and you
discover a solicitation in which you have interest, which does not incorporate one of these clauses, formally
raise its absence with the source selection authority or contracting officer. Encourage the agency to amend the
solicitation to include one of these clauses. Doing so will eliminate bid contingencies and make for a fairer,
more balanced bid or proposal process.
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This Memo, prepared by Ed DeLisle of construction law firm Cohen Seglias Pallas
Greenhall & Furman PC and Doug Tabeling of construction law firm Smith, Currie &
Hancock LLP, is provided as a general description of circumstances that construction
contractors may face in connection with an increase in tariffs. This material does not
constitute legal advice. By providing this information, neither AGC, nor Cohen Seglias
Pallas Greenhall & Furman PC, nor Smith, Currie & Hancock LLP provide any assurances
that this advice will be relevant to any particular contract or situation that an individual
contractor may face in connection with an individual contract. This memo does not create an
attorney-client relationship between the firms involved and any person or company.
Author Ed DeLisle serves as the AGC of America FAR Committee Chair. Author Doug Tabeling serves as the AGC of America FAR Committee
Liaison. For more information or specific questions regarding the government tariffs, please contact Ed DeLisle at edelisle@cohenseglias.com or
Doug Tabeling at dltabeling@smithcurrie.com or Jordan Howard at Jordan.howard@agc.org.

•

FEDERALLY-ASSISTED CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS: Regarding federally-assisted construction contracts—
specifically highway construction contracts—Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) policy permits states to
include escalation clauses in their contracts, which allow for reimbursement for increased costs. However,
FHWA must approve the price adjustment index in advance and, of course, the clause has to be in the contract.
A state—and, in turn, a contractor—will not be reimbursed for retroactive adjustments to contract prices if an
escalation clause is not originally included in the contract. However, FHWA has allowed states to reimburse for
price increases at their own expense without federal funds. That said, a contractor should not assume that steel
and aluminum price increases will be paid without such a clause in its contract.
o

•

There are currently 16 states that have approved steel escalation clauses. You can HERE find a link to an
American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) survey showing which
states have clauses and an indication of the index they are using. If your state DOT is on the list, you may
want to reach out to them to be sure the clause is included on future contracts. If your state DOT does
not have a steel escalation clause, you may want to start the discussion about including one moving
forward. For more information, you can find a link to FHWA’s policy on Price Adjustment Clauses for
Inflation HERE and a link to the FHWA Contract Administration Manual’s section on “Commodity Price
Escalation Clauses” HERE.

APPLICABLE TO BOTH DIRECT FEDERAL & FEDERALLY-ASSISTED CONTRACTS:
o

Lock in steel and aluminum prices as early as possible. In the event that the requisite contractual
protections are not in place, this is critical. Doing so mitigates against the possibility of skyrocketing
prices later in time, which could make performance extremely difficult, or economically impracticable.

o

Speaking of economic impracticability, using this argument as the sole basis to obtain a modification for
material price escalation is very difficult. In this context, the argument would be that the construction
contractor could not have anticipated a 25 percent tariff on steel, or a 10 percent tax on aluminum, and,
therefore, the increase in cost is recoverable. Unfortunately, the general rule is that the construction
contractor bears the risk of loss in a situation like this.

o

In the event that a change, delay, or suspension in the work of an ongoing project causes delays in the
purchase of materials that have escalated in price, then, in some circumstances, the contractor might be
entitled to recover the increased cost. In this event, contractors should obtain and keep records of the
material costs that they would have incurred but for the delay in order to show the difference in cost.

Conclusion:
As AGC members prepare for the uncertainty ahead, please keep the foregoing in mind and contact the association to
the extent that you have questions. AGC remains committed to free and open competition.

